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slavery, segregation, and racial injustice. A major assessment of how we
got to where we are today, of how white supremacy has suffused every
area of American learning, from literature and science to religion,
medicine, and law, and why this kind of thinking has so insidiously
endured for more than three centuries.
U.S. History - P. Scott Corbett 2017-12-19
Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers the breadth of the
chronological history of the United States and also provides the
necessary depth to ensure the course is manageable for instructors and
students alike. U.S. History is designed to meet the scope and sequence
requirements of most courses. The authors introduce key forces and
major developments that together form the American experience, with
particular attention paid to considering issues of race, class and gender.
The text provides a balanced approach to U.S. history, considering the
people, events and ideas that have shaped the United States from both
the top down (politics, economics, diplomacy) and bottom up (eyewitness
accounts, lived experience).
Governing the American State - Kimberley S. Johnson 2007
The modern, centralized American state was supposedly born in the
Great Depression of the 1930s. Kimberley S. Johnson argues that this
conventional wisdom is wrong. Cooperative federalism was not born in a
Big Bang, but instead emerged out of power struggles within the nation's
major political institutions during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. Examining the fifty-two years from the end of Reconstruction
to the beginning of the Great Depression, Johnson shows that the "first
New Federalism" was created during this era from dozens of policy
initiatives enacted by a modernizing Congress. The expansion of national
power took the shape of policy instruments that reflected the constraints
imposed by the national courts and the Constitution, but that also
satisfied emergent policy coalitions of interest groups, local actors,
bureaucrats, and members of Congress. Thus, argues Johnson, the New
Deal was not a decisive break with the past, but rather a superstructure
built on a foundation that emerged during the Gilded Age and the
Progressive Era. Her evidence draws on an analysis of 131 national
programs enacted between 1877 and 1930, a statistical analysis of these
programs, and detailed case studies of three of them: the Federal
Highway Act of 1916, the Food and Drug Act of 1906, and the SheppardTowner Act of 1921. As this book shows, federalism has played a vital but
often underappreciated role in shaping the modern American state.
Common Sense - Thomas Paine 2011-06-01
Addressed to the Inhabitants of America, on the Following Interesting
Subjects, viz.: I. Of the Origin and Design of Government in General, with
Concise Remarks on the English Constitution. II. Of Monarchy and
Hereditary Succession. III. Thoughts on the Present State of American
Affairs. IV. Of the Present Ability of America, with some Miscellaneous
Reflections
Building the American Republic, Volume 2 - Harry L. Watson
2018-01-18
"Building the American Republic tells the story of United States with
remarkable grace and skill, its fast moving narrative making the nation's
struggles and accomplishments new and compelling. Weaving together
stories of abroad range of Americans. Volume 1 starts at sea and ends on
the field. Beginning with the earliest Americans and the arrival of
strangers on the eastern shore, it then moves through colonial society to
the fight for independence and the construction of a federal republic. Vol
2 opens as America struggles to regain its footing, reeling from a
presidential assassination and facing massive economic growth, rapid
demographic change, and combustive politics.
Revolutionary Backlash - Rosemarie Zagarri 2007
Argues that the debate over women's rights began not with the 1848
Seneca Falls Convention, but rather during the American Revolution
itself, assessing changes in women's status from the Revolutionary War

The American Pageant - Thomas Andrew Bailey 1998
USAs historie indtil 1996
Emancipating Slaves, Enslaving Free Men - Jeffrey Rogers Hummel 1996
This book combines a sweeping narrative history of the Civil War with a
bold new look at the war's significance for American society. Professor
Hummel sees the Civil War as America's turning point: simultaneously
the culmination and repudiation of the American revolution. A unique
feature of the book is the bibliographical essays which follow every
chapter. Here the author surveys the literature and points out where his
own interpretation fits into the continuing clash of viewpoints which
informs historical debate on the Civil War.
The Gilded Age - Mark Twain 1904
Congressional Quarterly's Desk Reference on American
Government - Bruce Wetterau 1995
Answers to frequently asked questions about Congress, the presidency,
the Supreme Court, election, and other aspects of the American political
scene in an easy-to-use question-and-answer format.
Is This Tomorrow - 2016
Originally published in the midst of the cold war, Is This Tomorrow is a
classic example of red scare propaganda. The story envisions a scenario
in which the Soviet Union orders American communists to overthrow the
US Government. Charles Schulz contributed to the artwork throughout
the issue. Reprinted here for the first time in 70 years.
Beyond Equality - David Montgomery 1967
"For anyone who believes that there was no important labor movement
before Roosevelt, or before Gompers, or before the Knights of Labor, this
well-documented work should prove a shocker. And for those who look to
the past for enlightenment to guide us through our troubled tomorrows,
this book is a reservoir of historic information and insights." -- New
Leader "Beyond Equality is a masterpiece. . . . A book of bold and
brilliant originality, it is now shaping the perspective of a new generation
of graduate students." -- David Brion Davis, author of The Problem of
Slavery in Western Culture
Teaching White Supremacy - Donald Yacovone 2022-09-27
A powerful exploration of the past and present arc of America’s white
supremacy—from the country’s inception and Revolutionary years to its
19th century flashpoint of civil war; to the Civil Rights movement of the
1960s and today’s Black Lives Matter. “The most profoundly original
cultural history in recent memory.” —Henry Louis Gates, Jr., Harvard
University “Stunning, timely . . . an achievement in writing public history
. . . Teaching White Supremacy should be read widely in our roiling
debate over how to teach about race and slavery in classrooms." —David
W. Blight, Sterling Professor of American History, Yale University; author
of the Pulitzer-prize-winning Frederick Douglass: Prophet of Freedom
Donald Yacovone shows us the clear and damning evidence of white
supremacy’s deep-seated roots in our nation’s educational system
through a fascinating, in-depth examination of America’s wide
assortment of texts, from primary readers to college textbooks, from
popular histories to the most influential academic scholarship. Sifting
through a wealth of materials from the colonial era to today, Yacovone
reveals the systematic ways in which this ideology has infiltrated all
aspects of American culture and how it has been at the heart of our
collective national identity. Yacovone lays out the arc of America’s white
supremacy from the country’s inception and Revolutionary War years to
its nineteenth-century flashpoint of civil war to the civil rights movement
of the 1960s and today’s Black Lives Matter. In a stunning reappraisal,
the author argues that it is the North, not the South, that bears the
greater responsibility for creating the dominant strain of race theory,
which has been inculcated throughout the culture and in school
textbooks that restricted and repressed African Americans and other
minorities, even as Northerners blamed the South for its legacy of
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to the election of Andrew Jackson and how women built upon the
precedents established during the Revolution to gain an informal role in
party politics and male electoral activities.
American Republic Since 1877, Standardized Test Practice Workbook,
Teacher's Edition - McGraw-Hill Staff 2002-07

The American Yawp - Joseph L. Locke 2019-01-22
"I too am not a bit tamed—I too am untranslatable / I sound my barbaric
yawp over the roofs of the world."—Walt Whitman, "Song of Myself,"
Leaves of Grass The American Yawp is a free, online, collaboratively built
American history textbook. Over 300 historians joined together to create
the book they wanted for their own students—an accessible, synthetic
narrative that reflects the best of recent historical scholarship and
provides a jumping-off point for discussions in the U.S. history classroom
and beyond. Long before Whitman and long after, Americans have sung
something collectively amid the deafening roar of their many individual
voices. The Yawp highlights the dynamism and conflict inherent in the
history of the United States, while also looking for the common threads
that help us make sense of the past. Without losing sight of politics and
power, The American Yawp incorporates transnational perspectives,
integrates diverse voices, recovers narratives of resistance, and explores
the complex process of cultural creation. It looks for America in crowded
slave cabins, bustling markets, congested tenements, and marbled halls.
It navigates between maternity wards, prisons, streets, bars, and
boardrooms. The fully peer-reviewed edition of The American Yawp will
be available in two print volumes designed for the U.S. history survey.
Volume I begins with the indigenous people who called the Americas
home before chronicling the collision of Native Americans, Europeans,
and Africans.The American Yawp traces the development of colonial
society in the context of the larger Atlantic World and investigates the
origins and ruptures of slavery, the American Revolution, and the new
nation's development and rebirth through the Civil War and
Reconstruction. Rather than asserting a fixed narrative of American
progress, The American Yawp gives students a starting point for asking
their own questions about how the past informs the problems and
opportunities that we confront today.
American Republic Since 1877, Team-Teaching Interdisciplinary
Strategies and Activities - McGraw-Hill Staff 2002-06

American Republic to 1877 Teaching Transparency Sampler 2003 McGraw-Hill Staff 2002-09
American Republic to 1877, Interpreting Political Cartoons McGraw-Hill Staff 2002-06
Contains 36 reproducible activity pages, each including one political
cartoon, short summary of the issue being addressed, and questions for
analysis and critical thinking.
American Republic Since 1877 Teaching Transparency Sampler
2003 - McGraw-Hill Staff 2002-08
Hillary's Scheme - Carl Limbacher 2003
A conserviative journalist provides a behind-the-scenes look at the
political career of Hillary Clinton, discussing the political ambitions of
the New York senator, the backroom maneuverings and intrigues, and
her ultimate goal to become president of the United States. 50,000 first
printing.
Republican Party Politics and the American South, 1865–1968 - Boris
Heersink 2020-03-19
Traces how the Republican Party in the South after Reconstruction
transformed from a biracial organization to a mostly all-white one.
Cherokee Renascence in the New Republic - William Gerald McLoughlin
1986
The Cherokees, the most important tribe in the formative years of the
American Republic, became the test case for the Founding Fathers'
determination to Christianize and "civilize" all Indians and to incorporate
them into the republic as full citizens. From the standpoint of the
Cherokees, rather than from that of the white policymakers, William
McLoughlin tells the dramatic success story of the "renascence" of the
tribe. He goes on to give a full account of how the Cherokees eventually
fell before the expansionism of white America and the zeal of Andrew
Jackson.
The Americanization of Benjamin Franklin - Gordon S. Wood 2004
Offers a portrait of the complex, often contradictory figure of Benjamin
Franklin, a man who was at once the quintessential American and a
cosmopolitan lover of Europe, and a one-time loyalist turned
revolutionary.
Thoughts on Government : Applicable to the Present State of the
American Colonies. - John Adams

The Gift of Government - Jack Richon Pole 1983
This book is a study in the history of political communication. Today we
take it for granted that the people of a democracy have a right to know
how their representatives speak and vote. But in the period of the
American Revolution this development was new in both Britain and
America. No assembly debates were reported in the colonial press; the
constitutional convention of 1787 notoriously met in secret; even the U.S.
senate kept its doors closed for its first decade. In Britain parliamentary
debates were officially secret until reporting was increasingly but
unofficially tolerated due to the pressure of public interest in the same
period. Members of Parliament increasingly had their speeches printed
for public consumption.In 1803 the Speaker set a gallery aside for the
press reporters. J. R. Pole shows that similar forces worked to bring
about these profound changes in the concept of political accountability in
both the new American republic and the republican aspects of the British
mixed monarchy.
The First Americans - James Adovasio 2009-01-16
J. M. Adovasio has spent the last thirty years at the center of one of our
most fiery scientific debates: Who were the first humans in the Americas,
and how and when did they get there? At its heart, The First Americans
is the story of the revolution in thinking that Adovasio and his fellow
archaeologists have brought about, and the firestorm it has ignited. As
he writes, “The work of lifetimes has been put at risk, reputations have
been damaged, an astounding amount of silliness and even profound
stupidity has been taken as serious thought, and always lurking in the
background of all the argumentation and gnashing of tenets has been the
question of whether the field of archaeology can ever be pursued as a
science.”
Remarks of the President to a Joint Session of the Congress - Lyndon
Baines Johnson 1965

History in the Making - Catherine Locks 2013-04-19
A peer-reviewed open U.S. History Textbook released under a CC BY SA
3.0 Unported License.
The American Republic to 1877 - Joyce Oldham Appleby 2007-01-01
American Republic Since 1877, Teaching Strategies for American
History Classroom, Including Block Scheduling - McGraw-Hill Staff
2002-08
The End of the Republican Era - Theodore J. Lowi 1995
In "The End of the Republican Era," Theodore J. Lowi predicts not only a
collapse of the Republican coalition but also the potential collapse of the
United States' republican experiment at large. Professing that the
ideologies of dominant political coalitions contain the seeds of their own
destruction, Lowi suggests that the efforts of a new conservative Right to
enforce a national, religion-based morality has brought about the demise
of the Republican era. A new, in-depth afterword by Lowi brings the text
up to date with a discussion of political events since the book's original
publication. Noting the appearance of the new Conservative coalition,
whose ideology runs counter to that of the traditional Republican party,
Lowi affirms that the Republican era did in fact come to an end during
the 1990s, having morphed into a Conservative party.
This Distracted and Anarchical People: New Answers for Old
Questions about the Civil War-Era North - Andrew L. Slap
2013-01-02
Eleven iconoclastic scholars take aim at many of the accepted
interpretations of the Civil War North in this provocative new anthology
Children's Books in Print, 2007 - 2006
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Was the American Revolution a Mistake? - Burton Weltman 2013-08-27
Why was George Washington dismayed by the outcome of the American
Revolution? Would slavery still exist if the South had not seceded from
the Union in 1861? Might socialists rule America today if Teddy
Roosevelt had not run for President and lost in 1912? History is full of
contingencies. People confront problems and debate options for solving
them. Then they make a choice and face the consequences of their
choice. Often they wonder if a different choice might have been better.
Was the American Revolution a mistake? Was racial segregation
inevitable? Was the Cold War necessary? Americans have repeatedly
asked these sorts of questions as they examined the consequences of
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their choices. This is a book about revisiting crucial choices people made
in history and examining the consequences of those choices for them and
for us. It demonstrates a method of teaching history that recreates
events as people experienced them, and asks important questions that
troubled them but that rarely appear in conventional textbooks. Unlike
conventional methods that often reduce history to names, dates and
factoids for students to memorize, it is a method that brings past debates
to life, the losers' as well as the winners' points of view, and makes the
subject exciting. In studying history as choice, students examine the
problems people faced, their options for solving them, their decisionmaking processes, and the choices they made. Then students evaluate
the consequences of those choices both for people in the past and us
today. They explore what might have happened if different choices had
been made. Finally, students relate the consequences of those past
choices to problems we face today and the choices we need to make.
History as choice is a practical and practicable method. It has been
designed to satisfy the curriculum goals of the National Council for the
Social Studies, and the book explains how it can be used to satisfy any
state or local curriculum standards. The book also identifies and
illustrates resources that can be used with this method -- from data bases
to popular music -- and explains how teachers can gradually integrate it
into their courses. In the first part of the book, the method of history as
choice is explained using the question of whether the American
Revolution was a mistake as a case in point. The second part of the book
explores thirteen other questions about significant issues and events in
American history as additional examples of how one might teach history
as choice.
The Fictional Republic - Carol Nackenoff 1994
Investigating the persistence and place of the formulas of Horatio Alger
in American politics, The Fictional Republic reassesses the Alger story in
its Gilded Age context. Carol Nackenoff argues that Alger was a keen
observer of the dislocations and economic pitfalls of the rapidly
industrializing nation, and devised a set of symbols that addressed
anxieties about power and identity. As classes were increasingly divided
by wealth, life chances, residence space, and culture, Alger maintained
that Americans could still belong to one estate. The story of the youth
who faces threats to his virtue, power, independence, and identity stands
as an allegory of the American Republic. Nackenoff examines how the
Alger formula continued to shape political discourse in Reagan's America
and beyond.
A Concise History of the American Republic: - Samuel Eliot Morison
1983-01-13
A Concise History of the American Republic, Second Edition, is a
compact, authoritative, gracefully written narrative of American history
from the arrival of the Native Americans' Siberian forebears to the
economic conflicts of the Carter and Reagan administrations. Its
distinguished authors embrace a full range of the American experience:
economic and social, literary and spiritual, political and military. In the
engaging narrative that has made this work so well received, the second
edition offers fresh and incisive analyses of the American party system,
the Cold War, unemployment, environmental problems, Middle East
conflicts, the energy crisis, our relations with China, the issues
surrounding various elections, and much more. Major social, political,
and economic policies and trends that have affected women and minority
groups are recorded in detail. A Concise History is illustrated with 30
maps and over 200 paintings, cartoons, and photographs. Available in
one-volume paper and cloth editions and in two separate paperback
volumes.
Give Me Liberty! An American History - Eric Foner 2016-09-15
Give Me Liberty! is the #1 book in the U.S. history survey course
because it works in the classroom. A single-author text by a leader in the
field, Give Me Liberty! delivers an authoritative, accessible, concise, and
integrated American history. Updated with powerful new scholarship on
borderlands and the West, the Fifth Edition brings new interactive
History Skills Tutorials and Norton InQuizitive for History, the awardwinning adaptive quizzing tool.
Building the American Republic, Volume 1 - Harry L. Watson
2018-01-18
"Building the American Republic tells the story of United States with
remarkable grace and skill, its fast moving narrative making the nation's
struggles and accomplishments new and compelling. Weaving together
stories of abroad range of Americans. Volume 1 starts at sea and ends on
the field. Beginning with the earliest Americans and the arrival of
strangers on the eastern shore, it then moves through colonial society to
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the fight for independence and the construction of a federal republic. Vol
2 opens as America struggles to regain its footing, reeling from a
presidential assassination and facing massive economic growth, rapid
demographic change, and combustive politics.
The Significance of the Frontier in American History - Frederick Jackson
Turner 2008-08-07
This hugely influential work marked a turning point in US history and
culture, arguing that the nation’s expansion into the Great West was
directly linked to its unique spirit: a rugged individualism forged at the
juncture between civilization and wilderness, which – for better or worse
– lies at the heart of American identity today. Throughout history, some
books have changed the world. They have transformed the way we see
ourselves – and each other. They have inspired debate, dissent, war and
revolution. They have enlightened, outraged, provoked and comforted.
They have enriched lives – and destroyed them. Now Penguin brings you
the works of the great thinkers, pioneers, radicals and visionaries whose
ideas shook civilization and helped make us who we are.
Rediscovering the American Republic - Ryan MacPherson 2013-12
This volume contains over 700 pages of time-tested teaching tools,
including biographies and inaugural addresses of every American
president from Rutherford B. Hayes to Barack Obama. As the only
elected office representative of all Americans, the presidency serves as a
national voice concerning America's ongoing quest to establish both
order and liberty. Although America's presidents have differed from one
another and from their contemporaries as to the proper mix that would
foster a lasting ordered liberty, all of them have interacted sufficiently
with people of alternative persuasions to ensure that a focused study of
their lives also will be revealing of a broad diversity of American
experience. Primary source texts, time lines, and explanatory tables have
been interspersed among the presidential biographies and organized into
five distinct periods of American history: America in the Gilded Age,
1877-1901; Progressive Reform and Human Nature, 1901-1929; the
Emergence of the American Superpower, 1929-1953; the Cold War and
Civil Rights, 1953-1981; and, the Triumph and the Vulnerability of the
World's Only Superpower, 1981-Present. Hundreds of study questions
bring distinct historical episodes into sharper focus. The result is full
coverage of the most fundamental content essential to any advanced
placement (AP) high school or introductory college survey course.
The American Pacific - Arthur Power Dudden 1992
In 1784, the United States was scarcely more than a strip of seaports,
inland towns, and farms along the Atlantic coast--and already the China
trade had begun, as the Empress of China sailed into Canton. From this
small beginning, an American empire in the Pacific grew until it engulfed
Alaska, Hawaii, the Philippines, and hundreds of small islands. With
World War II, U.S. power advanced further, into China, Japan, Korea,
and Southeast Asia--where it was finally halted. Today American
influence continues to ebb, as Japanese economic supremacy mounts and
Manila forces the U.S. to dismantle its bases. In The American Pacific,
Arthur Dudden provides a sweeping account of how the U.S. built (and
lost) a vast empire in the ocean off our west coast. Opening with a
fascinating account of the early China trade, Dudden provides a regionby-region history of the Pacific basin. What emerges is the story of how
American commercial interests evolved into territorial ambitions, with
the aquisitions of Alaska, Hawaii, and the Philippines, and finally into farreaching efforts to project American power onto the shores of mainland
Asia. Dudden's vivid narrative teems with the dynamic individuals who
shaped events: William Seward, the Senator and Lincoln's Secretary of
State who was driven by a vision of American dominion in the Pacific;
Kamehameha I, the Hawaiian conqueror who tried to bring his kingdom
into the modern world; William Howard Taft, who as the first governorgeneral of the Philippines built the institutions of American rule; Admiral
Isoroku Yamamoto, the architect of Japan's attacks on Pearl Harbor and
Midway Island; and of course General Douglas MacArthur, whose
immensely influential career spanned supreme command of the pre-war
Philippine army, the Allied occupation forces in Japan, and the U.N.
forces in Korea. Dudden brings the story up to date, reviewing the war in
Vietnam, the aftermath of Tiananmen Square, the triumph of the Pacific
rim economies, and the tremendous impact of Asian immigration on
American society. Since the days when Commodore Perry sailed his
black ships to open feudal Japan, the histories of the American republic
and the peoples of the Pacific have been closely intertwined. Dudden
seamlessly blends developments in domestic politics, military campaigns,
commercial trends, and international relations, providing the first
comprehensive overview of this critically important region.
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